A novel fluorescent reagent for recognition of triplex DNA with high specificity and selectivity.
A fluorescent agent (DMT) was screened for recognizing triplex DNA with a specific and selective characteristic, which was embedded into the triplex DNA structure. The triplex DNA was firstly formed by a complementary target sequence through two distinct and sequential events. The conditions including pH and hybridization time, fluorescent agent concentration and embedding time were optimized in the experiment. Under the optimum conditions, the fluorescence signal was enhanced up to 9-fold in comparison with the DMT embedding into the ssDNA, dsDNA and G-quadruplexes. Under the same fluorescence conditions, the changes of the fluorescence signal were also investigated by several kinds of base mismatched DNAs in the experiment. The results showed that our biosensor provided excellent discrimination efficiency toward the perfectly mismatched target DNA with no formation of triplex DNA. We preliminarily deduced the mechanism of the fluorescent reagent for recognizing triplex DNA with high specificity and selectivity.